The NSC has No Objection to the Release of Unredacted Information. 5/15/2019

From: [NSD]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 9:46 AM
To: Cheung, Denise (OAG); Raj, Kiran (ODAG); L. (ODAG)
Attachments: 20160105 - Tech Convening Agenda_Draft.docx; DRAFT Tech Convening Issue Papers 01_05_16.docx

See attached.

From: Wallace, Brett
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:55 PM
To: [NSD]
Cc: Peterson, Teresa D.

you can forward on to your participants as appropriate. Thanks!

From: Easterly, Jen
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:52 PM
To: McCord, Mary (NSD)
Cc: Stengel, Richard; Steinbach, Michael B. (CTD) (FBI); Silvers, Robert; Selim, George


Folks,
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Best,
Jen

Jennie M. Easterly
Special Assistant to the President
& Senior Director for Counterterrorism
National Security Council Staff
The White House

From: Easterly, Jen
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:25 PM

All,

Please see attached TIC-TOC for the rollout of the IATF and the GEC which has also been shared with your communicators. The announcements will be synched with White House confirmation of the Silicon Valley tech companies meeting.

Thanks.
Jen

From: Easterly, Jen
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:23 AM
Subject: Way Forward for Tech Convening / Roll-Out of CVE-IATF & GEC, 6 January 2016,

Folks,

As you are likely aware, several of your Principals will be participating in an event in California on Friday with leadership of many of the technology companies to discuss opportunities for collaboration on counterterrorism and countering violent extremism. In addition, we will likely look to publically announce both the CVE-IATF and the Global Engagement Center...
Please let us know if you have any questions.

Many Thanks,
Jen

Jennie M. Easterly
Special Assistant to the President
& Senior Director for Counterterrorism
National Security Council Staff
The White House
U.S. Government Meeting with Technology Executives on Counterterrorism
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B(5)
Begin forwarded message:

From: DMCOS <damocles@doj.gov>
Date: January 6, 2016 at 10:50:46 PM PST
To: McCord, Mary (NSD) ; Silvers, Robert ; Quillian, Natalie
Cc: "Monaco, Lisa O. EOP/WHO" ; "McCord, Mary (NSD)"

Colleagues,

Additionally, below is the current list of tech leaders that have confirmed their participation for Friday:

epic.org
Thank you again for your participation in the event.

Thanks,
Denis
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From: [NSD]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:17 PM
To: Easterly, Jen [NSD]; Geltzer, Joshua; Fonzone, Christopher; Macgillivray, Alexander; Hartig, Luke; Geltzer, Joshua; Alpha, Avery; Harris, Milancy; Solsbury, Molly
Cc: McCord, Mary [NSD]; Cheung, Denise [OAG]; Raj, Kiran [ODAG]; Gauhar, Tashina [ODAG]; Axelrod, Matthew [ODAG]; Doumas, Alexandra [ODAG]; Steele, Brette L. [ODAG]; Wiegmann, Brad [NSD]; Hardee, Christopher [NSD]; [NSD]; [NSD]; Rybicki, James E. [DO] [FBI]; [NSD]
Subject: RE: Tech Convening Issue Paper -- DOJ Comments
Attachments: DOJ Edits_DRAFT Tech Convening Agenda.docx

Hi all,

We understand that there was agreement that the agenda for tomorrow's meeting should include. We've taken a shot at including that in the attached.

We are also working on a less detailed version of the write-up for...

We are happy to discuss further.

Thanks,

[NSD] [NSD]

---

From: [NSD]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 9:04 AM
To: 'Easterly, Jen'; [NSD]; Geltzer, Joshua; Fonzone, Christopher; Macgillivray, Alexander; Hartig, Luke; Geltzer, Joshua; Alpha, Avery; Harris, Milancy; Solsbury, Molly
Cc: McCord, Mary [NSD]; Cheung, Denise [OAG]; Raj, Kiran [ODAG]; Gauhar, Tashina [ODAG]; Axelrod, Matthew [ODAG]; Doumas, Alexandra [ODAG]; Steele, Brette L. [ODAG]; Wiegmann, Brad [NSD]; Hardee, Christopher [NSD]; [NSD]; [NSD]; Rybicki, James E. [DO] [FBI]; [NSD]
Subject: RE: Tech Convening Issue Paper -- DOJ Comments

Hi all,

Per our note yesterday, here is DOJ's proposed write-up...

All the best,

[NSD] [NSD]
From: Easterly, Jen (NSD) [mailto:Soonia.Lindusd.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:28 PM
To: Geltzer, Joshua; Fonzone, Christopher; Macgillivray, Alexander; Hartig, Luke; Geltzer, Joshua; Alpha, Avery; Harris, Millancy; Solsbury, Molly
Cc: McCord, Mary (NSD); Cheung, Denise (OAG); Raj, Kiran (ODAG); Gauhar, Tashina (ODAG); Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG); Doumas, Alexandra (ODAG); Steele, Brette L. (ODAG); Wiegmann, Brad (NSD); Hardee, Christopher (NSD);
Subject: RE: Tech Convening Issue Paper -- DOJ Comments

Thanks much, Sooie

From: Easterly, Jen (NSD) [mailto:Soonia.Lindusd.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:15 PM
To: Easterly, Jen (NSD); Geltzer, Joshua
Cc: McCord, Mary (NSD); Cheung, Denise (OAG); Raj, Kiran (ODAG); Gauhar, Tashina (ODAG); Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG); Doumas, Alexandra (ODAG); Steele, Brette L. (ODAG); Wiegmann, Brad (NSD); Hardee, Christopher (NSD); Rybicki, James E. (FBI)
Subject: Tech Convening Issue Paper -- DOJ Comments

Jen,

Attached are DOJ’s comments on the issue paper. We understand that the Attorney General discussed the agenda and issue paper with Denis McDonough.
Thanks very much for your patience on this.
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From: McCord, Mary (NSD)  
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:24 PM  
To: [NSD]; Raj, Kran (ODAG); Gauhar, Tashina (ODAG); Cheung, Denise (ODAG); Steele, Brette L. (ODAG); Hardee, Christopher (NSD); Wiegmann, Brad (NSD); Swartz, Bruce; Lynch, John; Bitkower, David
Subject: FW: Updated agenda and issue papers for tomorrow’s tech convening  
Attachments: UPDATED Tech Convening Agenda.docx; UPDATED Tech Convening Issue Papers.docx

This came while I was in meetings. Jen just called and asked if we were comfortable, but I haven’t even reviewed yet. I explained that we had been working on our own revisions and would compare these with ours and get back to her.

From: Geltzer, Joshua  
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:43 PM  
To: McCord, Mary (NSD); Rybicki, James E. (DO); Alpha, Avery; Quillian, Natalie; Easterly, Jen; Hartig, Luke; Harris, Mildcy; Solsbury, Molly; Macgillivray, Alexander; Felten, Edward  
Subject: Updated agenda and issue papers for tomorrow’s tech convening

Mary, Jim, Yuri, Rob, Michelle—

Please find attached updated versions of the agenda and issue papers for tomorrow’s tech convening. The changes primarily reflect DOJ’s input on the fourth paper and related conversation among Principals this morning. While these are still marked “draft,” they’re being treated here as near-final versions.

Many thanks.

All the best, Josh
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Jen,

Attached are DOJ's comments on the issue paper. We understand that the Attorney General discussed the agenda and issue paper with Denis McDonough.
Thanks very much for your patience on this.

DRAFT Tech
Convening Issue...